Abstract. Given a (symmetric) recurrent local regular Dirichlet form with state space E and an associated symmetric diffusion ¹X t º t 2OE0;1/ on E, we consider a function h which belongs to the extended Dirichlet space, is harmonic outside F 1 [ F 2 and equal to a on F 1 and to b on F 2 , where F 1 ; F 2 E are (E-quasi-)closed sets and a; b 2 R, a < b. We prove that the time change of the real-valued process ¹h.X t /º t 2OE0;1/ by the energy measure hhi of h is a reflecting Brownian motion on OEa; b. As an application, we also discuss asymptotic analysis of the heat kernel on the harmonic Sierpinski gasket.
Introduction
As presented in the celebrated work of Itô and McKean [10] , any one-dimensional diffusion can be viewed as a suitable reparametrization of one-dimensional Brownian motion. Such a method of reparametrizations of stochastic processes is known as (random) time changes. The purpose of this paper is to present a natural extension of this fact for a symmetric diffusion on a general state space subject to certain time changes involving harmonic functions.
We illustrate our main results by treating the scale function of a one-dimensional diffusion as a particular example. For simplicity we concentrate on the case with reflecting boundaries. Then the state space has to be a compact interval and therefore without loss of generality we may assume that the state space is OE0; 1. Let s W OE0; 1 ! R be strictly increasing and continuous, and let m be a finite Borel measure on OE0; 1 with full support. Set a WD s.0/ and b WD s.1/. In particular, s is harmonic outside the boundary set ¹0; 1º; E.s; v/ D 0 for any v 2 F s with v.0/ D v.1/ D 0. Moreover, we see that the E s -energy measure hsi of s 2 F s is equal to ds and that for any ' 2 C 2 .R/ and any u 2 F s , In this paper, we extend these facts to the case of certain harmonic functions on a general recurrent strong local regular Dirichlet space. To state our main results, let E be a locally compact separable metrizable space with one-point compactification E D E [ ¹º, let m be a Radon measure on E with full support and let X D .¹X t º t2OE0;1 ; ¹P x º x2E / be an m-symmetric Hunt process on E whose Dirichlet form .E; F / on L 2 .E; m/ is regular. Let F e denote the associated extended Dirichlet space and let e u denote any E-quasi-continuous m-version of u 2 F e , which is unique up to E-q.e. Let a; b 2 R, a < b and suppose that F 1 ; F 2 E are (E-quasi-)closed sets admitting u 2 F e such that e u D a E-q.e. on F 1 and e u D b E-q.e. on F 2 . Then let h 2 F e be a .F 1 [ F 2 /-harmonic function satisfying e h D e u E-q.e. on F 1 [ F 2 , which does exist by [9, Theorem 4.6.5] . Let 00 . e h/=2 for the generator L hhi of the time change of .E; m; E; F / by hhi , which is the Dirichlet space associated with ¹X t º t2OE0;1 and is analytically obtained by replacing the reference measure m of the form .E; F / by hhi ; see [4, Chapter 5] and [9, Section 6.2] for general theory of time changes of Dirichlet spaces.
The original motivation for this research is asymptotic analysis of the heat kernel on a fractal called the harmonic Sierpinski gasket (see Figure 2 below), which is the image of an injective harmonic map from the usual Sierpinski gasket (Figure 1) into R 2 and whose heat kernel has proved to be subject to the two-sided Gaussian bound by [15, Theorem 6.3] . At the end of this article, we briefly describe how we can determine an on-diagonal short time asymptotic behavior of this heat kernel as an application of Theorem 1.1.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we first recall basics of analytic theory of regular Dirichlet forms, then we study fundamental properties of harmonic functions and prove Theorem 1.1 (1) (Theorem 2.12). In Section 3, we present a few general results concerning the sample path properties of additive functionals, then we give the precise statement of Theorem 1.1 (2) in Theorem 3.6 and prove it. Section 4 is devoted to an application of the main results to asymptotic analysis of the heat kernel on the harmonic Sierpinski gasket.
Notation. In this paper, we adopt the following notations and conventions.
(1) N D ¹1; 2; 3; : : : º, i.e. 0 6 2 N.
(2) We set inf ; WD 1. We write a _ b WD max¹a; bº, a^b WD min¹a; bº, a C WD a _ 0 and a WD .a^0/ for a; b 2 OE 1; 1. We use the same notations for (equivalence classes of) functions. All functions treated in this paper are assumed to be R-valued or OE 1; 1-valued. (4) Let E be a topological space. The Borel -field of E is denoted by B.E/. We set C.E/ WD ¹f j f W E ! R; f is continuousº and C c .E/ WD ¹f 2 C.E/ j supp E OEf is compactº, where supp E OEf WD ¹x 2 E j f .x/ 6 D 0º. Also set kf k 1 WD sup x2E jf .x/j for f W E ! OE 1; 1.
Harmonic functions and their energy measures
In the first half of this section, we briefly recall basic facts from analytic theory of regular Dirichlet forms; see [4, 8, 9, 18] for details. Throughout this section, let E be a locally compact separable metrizable space, m be a Radon measure on E with full support, i.e. such that m.G/ > 0 for any non-empty open subset G of E (recall that a Radon measure on E is by definition a positive Borel measure on E for which every compact set is of finite measure), and let .E; F / be a (symmetric) regular Dirichlet form on L 2 .E; m/. Let F e be the extended Dirichlet space associated with .E; F /; u 2 F e if and only if u is an (m-equivalence class of) Borel measurable R-valued function admitting ¹u n º n2N F such that lim k;`!1 E.u k u`; u k u`/ D 0 and lim n!1 u n D u m-a.e. We extend E to a non-negative definite symmetric bilinear form on F e by setting E.u; u/ WD lim n!1 E.u n ; u n / with u; u n as above, so that lim n!1 ku u n k E D 0, where we write kuk E WD E.u; u/ 1=2 for u 2 F e . We have F D F e \ L 2 .E; m/ by [9, Theorem 1.5.2 (iii)]. By [9, Corollary 1.6.3], '.u/ 2 F e and E.'.u/; '.u// E.u; u/ for u 2 F e and a normal contraction ', i.e. a function ' W R ! R such that '.0/ D 0 and j'.s/ '.t /j js t j for any s; t 2 R. We write F e;b WD F e \ L 1 .E; m/, which is an algebra under pointwise sum and multiplication by [9, Corollary 1.6.3]. Definition 2.1. We define the 1-capacity Cap E associated with .E; F / by cap E .U / WD inf¹E 1 .u; u/ j u 2 F ; u 1 m-a.e. on U º; U E open; (2.1)
where E 1 .u; v/ WD E.u; v/ C R E uvd m for u; v 2 F . N E is called E-polar if and only if Cap E .N / D 0. Moreover, let A E and let S.x/ be a statement on x 2 A. Then we say that S holds E-q.e. on A, or S.x/ for E-q.e. x 2 A, if and only if the set ¹x 2 A j S.x/ failsº is E-polar. When A D E, we simply say 'S holds E-q.e.' instead. 
(2) A function u W E n N ! OE 1; 1, defined outside an E-polar set N , is called E-quasi-continuous if and only if there exists an E-nest ¹F k º k2N such that
with F k equipped with the relative topology inherited from E.
Given an E-nest , for any u 2 F e there exists an E-quasicontinuous function v such that u D v m-a.e., and such v is called an E-quasicountinuous m-version of u, which is unique up to E-q.e. For u 2 F e , let e u denote any E-quasi-countinuous m-version of u. Definition 2.3. Let be a positive Borel measure on E charging no E-polar set, i.e. .N / D 0 for any E-polar N 2 B.E/. (Note that then every E-polar, E-quasiopen or E-quasi-closed set belongs to B.E/ and that every E-quasi-continuous function defined E-q.e. is B.E/ -measurable.)
(1) is called an E-smooth measure if and only if .F k / < 1 for any k 2 N for some E-nest ¹F k º k2N . The collection of all E-smooth measures is denoted by S E .
(2) F E is called an E-quasi-support of if and only if it is E-quasi-closed, .E n F / D 0 and F n F is E-polar for any E-quasi-closed set F E with .E n F / D 0. Then by a limiting procedure using (2.4), (2.7) and [9, Corollary 1.6.3], for any u; v 2 F e we can uniquely define a finite E-smooth measure hui and hu;vi WD . huCvi hu vi /=4 so that hui .E/ 2E.u; u/ and F e F e 3 .u; v/ 7 ! hu;vi is bilinear and symmetric. Again we get (2.6) and (2.7) in the same way, and we can also verify (2.4) by using the Banach-Saks theorem (see [4, Theorem A.4 
, and for any u 1 ; : : : ; u n 2 F e we can choose as above so that u i 2 L 2 .E; m/ and hence u i 2 F for i 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº. Now [9, Theorems 3.2.2 and 5.2.3] applied to functions in F \ L 1 .E; m/ or F yield the desired assertions for functions in F e;b or F e .
We now start our study of harmonic functions and their E-energy measures. First, we give the definition of harmonic functions. Definition 2.6. Let F E be E-quasi-closed and set F u F WD ¹v 2 F e j e v D e u E-q.e. on F º for u 2 F e . We call h 2 F e F -harmonic if and only if
Let F E be E-quasi-closed. The equivalence of the two conditions in (2.9) for h 2 F e is obvious. Let u 2 F e . Then by [9, Theorems 4.1.3, 4.2.1 (ii), 4.6.5 and A.2.6 (i)], there exists an
F is F -harmonic and ' is a normal contraction such that '.e u/ D e u E-q.e. on F , then '.h/ is also an F -harmonic function belonging to F u F .
The following lemma will be used in the proof of Lemma 3.3.
where the latter equality follows by hui .E n F / D 0, (2.4) and (2.6).
Next
F e by Lemma 2.4. By approximating ' 00 uniformly on OE `;` by polynomials, we see that there exists a sequence of polynomials ¹' n º n2N such that
0 .x/j ! 0 as n ! 1. The argument in the previous paragraph yields E.u`; ' n .v`// D 0, and letting n ! 1 results in
Given an E-quasi-closed set F E and u 2 F e , an F -harmonic function h 2 F u F may not be unique since .E; F / is not assumed to be irreducible. Nevertheless we still have a kind of equivalence between F -harmonic functions belonging to F u F as follows. 
Next suppose only that h 2 2 F e;b . Let`2 N satisfy` kh 2 k L 1 .E;m/ and let g`be as in (1) . Then since j e h 1 j D je uj D j e h 2 j `E-q.e. on F , g`is also an F -harmonic function belonging to F u F and hence '.g`/; '.h 2 / 2 F e and
In the main results of this paper, we put the following assumption (BC):
.E; F / is recurrent, i.e. 1 2 F e and E.1; 1/ D 0. F 1 ; F 2 E are E-quasiclosed and admit u 2 F e such that e u D 0 E-q.e. on F 1 and e u D 1 E-q.e. on F 2 . a; b 2 R, a < b and h 2 F a;b is .
In the situation of (BC), F 1 \ F 2 is E-polar and there does exist an . 
and is independent of particular choices of a; b and h. Moreover, let 1 
Note that, if is a Borel signed measure on E charging no E-polar set, then so is its total variation jj and hence R E e vd for v 2 F e;b and .A n F i / for A 2 B.E/, i D 1; 2 are defined. 
e. Then we easily see from (2.10) and (2.11) that
, and letting k ! 1 yields E-q.e. is essential in Proposition 2.9. In fact, for general u 2 F e and an E-quasi-closed set F E, there may not exist such a Borel signed measure on E as in (2.10)
A simple application of Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 2.9 yields the following fact due to Fitzsimmons [7] , which is used in Section 4. See [7, Proposition 2.9] for a proof. Note that, if u 2 F e , then by hui 2 S E we can regard e u as a measurable map e u W E; B.E/ hui ; hui ! .R; B.R//, and therefore the image measure hui ı e u 1 on .R; B.R// is defined.
Corollary 2.11 ([7, Proposition 2.9]). Assume (BC) and that .E; F / is strong local. Let dy denote the Lebesgue measure on .R; B.R//. Then
Now we can state and prove the main theorem of this section, which is in fact an easy consequence of the strong locality, Lemmas 2.4, 2.8 and Proposition 2.9. Note that hu;vi .E/ D 2E.u; v/ for u; v 2 F e if .E; F / is recurrent, which follows by (2.3). Recall that '.h/ 2 F e for any ' 2 C 1 .R/ in the situation of (BC) by Lemma 2.8 and 1 2 F e . Theorem 2.12. Assume (BC) and that .E; F / is strong local.
(1) Set WD 2.b a/ 1 E.h; h/. Then for any '; 2 C 1 .R/,
(2.14)
Proof.
(1) Since we may assume that h 2 F e;b by Lemma 2.8, it follows from Lemma 2.4 and (2.12) that for '; 2 C 1 .R/,
(2) Using (2.5), Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 2.9, we have
proving (2.14).
Reflecting Brownian motion arising from time change by hhi
Throughout this section, we follow the notations introduced in the previous section. The main purpose of this section is to give the precise statement of Theorem 1.1 (2) in Theorem 3.6 and to prove it. In the first part of this section, we recall basics on the m-symmetric Hunt process corresponding to .E; F / and its additive functionals. See [4, 9] for details. Let E WD E [ ¹º denote the one-point compactification of E. In what follows, the measure m is extended to B.E / by setting m.¹º/ WD 0, and a OE 1; 1-valued function f defined (E-q.e.) on E is always set to be 0 at when needed; f ./ WD 0. We fix an m-symmetric Hunt process X D ; M; ¹X t º t2OE0;1 ; ¹P x º x2E
on E with life time and shift operators ¹ t º t2OE0;1 whose Dirichlet form on L 2 .E; m/ is .E; F /. Such X does exist by [ We call such sets ƒ and N as above a defining set and an exceptional set, respectively, of A. 
Then for E-q.e. x 2 E, M is an .F ; P x /-martingale with M 0 D 0 P x -a.s. and E x OEM 2 t < 1 for any t 2 OE0; 1/. As stated in [9, p. 200] , there exists hM i D ¹hM i t º t2OE0;1/ 2 A C c , unique up to the equivalence A and called the quadratic variation of M , such that E x OEM Let u 2 F e . Then associated to u is a finite cadlag additive functional u.X/ u.X 0 / of X given by u.X/ u.X 0 / WD ¹e u.X t / e u.X 0 /º t2OE0;1/ (on a defining set), whose equivalence class under A is independent of choices of an E-quasicontinuous m-version e u of u. The Fukushima decomposition theorem [ 
Before presenting the main theorem of this section (Theorem 3.6), we provide a lemma and a proposition which concern sample path properties of additive functionals of X and will be of independent interest. They assert that N OEu can change its value only on an E-quasi-support of hui , or in other words only when hM OEu i increases, complementing [9, Theorem 5.4.1 (i) and Lemma 5.4.2 (i)]. Lemma 3.3. Let u 2 F e and F E be an E-quasi-support of hui . Then for E-q.e. x 2 E,
Proof. Since F is E-quasi-closed, by [4, Proof of Theorem 3.3.3 (i)] we can choose a properly exceptional set N 2 B.E/ for X so that B WD F [ N 2 B.E/ and E is finely closed with respect to X (see [4, 9] for details concerning fine topology). Then B is also an E-quasi-support of hui . Let u B .x/ WD E x OEe u.X B /, x 2 E. By , for E-q.e. x 2 E we have (3.3) with B in place of F , and the result follows since B D F P x -a.s. for x 2 E n N and hence for E-q.e. x 2 E. 
Proof. Choose ƒ 2 F 0 and N 2 B.E/ so that they are respectively a defining set and an exceptional set of both N OEu and hM OEu i. Then under our convention,
for ! 2 and set B WD ¹x 2 E j P x OER D 0 D 1º. B is an E-quasi-support of the Revuz measure hui of hM OEu i by [9, Theorem 5.1.5]. Clearly, we can choose F 2 B.E/ so that F B and B n F is E-polar, and then F is also an E-quasisupport of hui . Since F D B P x -a.s. for E-q.e. x 2 E, [9, Lemma 5.1.11] and Lemma 3.3 imply that P x OER D F D 1 and (3.3) hold for any x 2 E n N 0 for some properly exceptional set N 0 2 B.E/ for X with N N 0 . Let (3.3) be the event in (3.3) and 0 WD ¹R D F º \ (3. 
; 1/ and hence P x OE OEu D 1. We can verify (3.4) for ! 2 OEu by using (AF2) for N OEu and hM OEu i, and the proof is complete.
Turning to the situation of (BC), Propositions 2.9 and 3.4 result in the next proposition. 
Note that, on account of [9, Theorem 4.6.6 (ii)], the condition F 1 _ F 2 < 1 P m -a.s. is satisfied if .E; F / is irreducible and Cap E .F 1 / Cap E .F 2 / > 0 in addition to (BC).
The proof of Proposition 3.5 is postponed until the end of this section. Using Proposition 3.5, we now can state and prove the main theorem of this section. Recall that, under our convention, hM OEh i is set to be 0 on n ƒ in the situation of Proposition 3.5. Theorem 3.6. Assume (BC). Suppose that .E; F / is strong local and
/ is a one-dimensional Brownian motion on the probability space .; F 1 ; P x / for each x 2 E n N , and for any ! 2 ƒ,
In particular, for We prove Proposition 3.5 in the rest of this section. The following lemma is required. OEh is a continuous .F ; P x /-martingale with quadratic variation hM OEh i for each x 2 E n N 0 by (i).
We prove that P x OElim t!1 hM OEh i t D 1 D 1 for E-q.e. x 2 E n N 0 . The following short proof of this fact is due to the referee. Let Z WD lim t!1 hM OEh i t and f .x/ WD 1 E x OEe Z , x 2 E n N 0 . (AF2) of hM OEh i implies that Z D hM OEh i t C Z ı t on ƒ 0 for t 2 OE0; 1/ and that f is excessive for the restriction Xj E nN 0 of X to E n N 0 , which is defined by [9, 
The proof is completed by choosing a properly exceptional set N 2 B.E/ for X with N 0 N so that P x OEƒ 1 \ ¹Z D 1º D 1 for any x 2 E n N and setting
Remark 3.8. Instead of appealing to a general result (Proposition 3.4), we could adopt the following more direct proof of Theorem 3.6, which is due to the referee: 
Example: the harmonic Sierpinski gasket
In this section, we briefly discuss an application of Theorems 2.12 and 3.6 to short time asymptotic analysis of the heat kernel on a fractal called the harmonic Sierpinski gasket. Let V 0 D ¹q 1 ; q 2 ; q 3 º R 2 be the set of the three vertices of an equilateral triangle, and for i 2 ¹1; 2; 3º DW S define (Figure 1 ) is defined as the unique non-empty compact set K R 2 that satisfies K D S i2S F i .K/. As studied in [1, 14, 20] , a standard resistance form .E; F / is defined on the Sierpinski gasket K and its resistance metric is compatible with the original (Euclidean) topology of K. Therefore F C.K/, and for any finite positive Borel measure m on K with full support, .E; F / is an irreducible recurrent strong local regular Dirichlet form on (Figure 2) . Note that then we may regard F as a linear subspace of C.K H / and hence .E; F / as a resistance form on K H .
Kusuoka [17] and Kigami [13, 15] have studied the properties of the Dirichlet form .E; F / using the Kusuoka measure WD hh 1 i C hh 2 i as the reference measure of the form .E; F /; note that the E-energy measures hh 1 We are interested in asymptotic behaviors of this heat kernel p .t; x; y/ as t # 0. Let o WD .0; 0/ Dˆ.q 1 / 2ˆ.V 0 /. In view of the picture of K H (Figure 2) , around the point o, K H looks very much like a one-dimensional interval. From this observation, it is natural to expect that the behavior of p .t; o; o/ as t # 0 will be similar to that of the transition density of Brownian motion. This is in fact the case, as we shall see below.
First, we can prove the following theorem based on our main results and [7, Proposition 2.9] (Corollary 2.11). Recall that p hh 1 i is the jointly continuous heat kernel associated with the Dirichlet space .K H ; hh 1 i ; E; F / (note that here the reference measure is hh 1 i , not ). 
